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Unified order-disorder vortex phase transition in high-Tc superconductors
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~Received 30 October 2001; published 27 February 2002!

The diversity of vortex melting and solid-solid transition lines measured in different high-Tc superconduct-
ors is explained, postulating a unified order-disorder phase transition driven by both thermally- and disorder-
induced fluctuations. The temperature dependence of the transition line and the nature of the disordered phase
~solid, liquid, or pinned liquid! are determined by the relative contributions of these fluctuations and by the
pinning mechanism. By varying the pinning mechanism and the pinning strength one obtains a spectrum of
monotonic and nonmonotonic transition lines similar to those measured in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 , YBa2Cu3O72d ,
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42d , Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr2CaCu2O81d , and (La0.937Sr0.063)2CuO4.
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Vortex matter phase transitions have been under c
scrutiny in recent years. Both experimental1–8 and
theoretical9–11 works have indicated the existence of tw
order-disorder phase transitions: A transition from a quas
dered solid phase to a liquid phase driven by thermal fl
tuations, and a transition to a disordered solid phase dr
by disorder-induced fluctuations. In magnetization expe
ments, the melting transition is signified by a jump in t
reversible magnetization,1 whereas the solid-solid transitio
is associated with the appearance of a second magnetiz
peak2,6 ~‘‘fishtail’’ !. A variety of experiments indicate that th
melting1 as well as the solid-solid transition12,13 are of first
order.

While melting lines measured in different samples exh
qualitatively similar behavior, with the melting field decrea
ing monotonically as temperature is increased,1,3 the solid-
solid transition lines measured in different samples dif
markedly: A flat transition line in underdope
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~BSSCO!,14 which terminates at intermedi
ate temperatures; a flat transition line followed by a mo
tonic convex decrease towardTc in Bi1.8Pb0.8Sr2CaCu2O81d
~Ref. 15! and Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42d ~NCCO!;6 a steep concave
decrease throughout the whole temperature range
(La0.937Sr0.063)2CuO4 ~LaSCO! ~Ref. 8! and some
YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! samples;3,16 and a nonmonotonou
behavior exhibiting a peak in YBCO,3–5,13,17BSCCO,14,18,19

and Bi1.6Pb0.4Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Pb-BSCCO!.7 The diverse
temperature dependence of the vortex solid-solid transi
line is illustrated in Fig. 1 for YBCO,13 NCCO,6 and LaSCO
~Ref. 8! samples measured in our laboratory.

Both the melting and the solid-solid transitions may
observed in the same sample in different temperature
gimes. The melting line, appearing in the high temperat
region, terminates at a ‘‘critical’’ point2,20 and a second line
associated with the solid-solid transition, emerges.2,6 Recent
experiments18,21 demonstrated that the two transition lin
are in fact a single line along which order is destroyed;
melting of the quasi ordered solid into a liquid at high te
peratures changes its character into a solid-solid transitio
low temperatures due to slower dynamics. Striking evide
for the unified nature of these two lines was recently found
vortex ‘‘shaking’’ experiments which show that by enhanci
relaxation effects, the second peak anomaly is transform
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into a jump in reversible magnetization,18 demonstrating that
the melting and the solid-solid transition lines are differe
manifestations of thesamephenomenon, i.e., a transitio
from an ordered phase to a disordered phase.

Motivated by the above results, and based on a rec
theoretical model,9–11 we present in this paper a unified a
proach to the vortex order-disorder phase transition, po
lating that this transition is driven byboth thermal and
disorder-induced fluctuations.11,22–25Our simplified analysis
is capable of reproducing the markedly different behavior
the transition lines observed experimentally in differe
samples. A spectrum of different transition lines, with mon
tonic or nonmonotonic behavior, is obtained by tuning t
pinning strength incorporated into different pinning mech
nisms.

A recent model9–11 applies the Lindemann criterion to de
fine a transition from an ordered state to a disordered o
Previous approaches to this model~e.g., Refs. 4–6, and 10!
commonly dealt with the melting and the solid-solid tran
tions separately, postulating that the former is driven by th
mal fluctuations and the latter by disorder-induced fluct
tions. Accordingly, the melting line Bm(T) was

FIG. 1. Vortex solid-solid transition lines measured in YBC
~triangles!, NCCO ~squares!, and LaSCO~circles!, exhibit different
qualitative behavior. The transition field is normalized to its value
lowest temperature 20.5 kOe, 260 G, 11.8 kOe, respectively; t
perature is normalized byTc593, 26, 32 K, respectively.
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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determined9,10 by a competition between the vortex lattic
elastic energy and the thermal energy, whereas the solid-s
transition lineBss(T) was determined by a competition b
tween the elastic energy and the pinning energy. Follow
this approach one encounters several difficulties. For
ample, one cannot explain the effect of point defects on
melting line observed experimentally.19,26 In addition, this
approach cannot explain the wide spectrum of qualitativ
different solid-solid transition lines obtained in different m
terials, and even in different samples of the same materia
particular, contrary to the predictions of the model, whi
dictates a temperature independentBss(T) at low tempera-
tures, a wide spectrum of temperature dependences is
served experimentally.3–8,13–19

The above difficulties are resolved by considering the
fect of both thermal fluctuations and disorder-induced flu
tuations in destroying the vortex lattice. The basic premise
our analysis is that an order-disorder transition occurs w
the sum of the average thermal and the disorder-induced
placements of the flux line,uT

2 and udis
2 , respectively, ex-

ceeds a certain fraction of the vortex lattice constantao .11,25

A more accurate analysis should involve the averaged t
displacement of the flux line, which is not necessarily t
sum of uT

2 and udis
2 . Yet, our simplified approach yields

qualitative description, and provides important insight. U
lizing the Lindemann criterion for the destruction of orde
the transition line,BOD(T), will obey the expression:

uT
2~Lo,0!1udis

2 ~Lo,0!5cL
2ao

2 , ~1!

whereuT
2(Lo,0)5LokT/(2eo«2) is the transverse excursio

caused by thermal agitation andudis
2 (Lo,0)5(j2/2)

3(Lo /Lc)
6/5 is the disorder-induced fluctuation. Here,Lo

52«ao is the characteristic length for the longitudinal flu
tuations, Lc5(«4eo

2j2/g)1/3 is the size of the coherentl
pinned segment of the vortex,27 eo5(fo/4pl)2 is the vortex
line tension,«5Ama /mc is the anisotropy ratio,cL is the
Lindemann number,ao5Afo /B is the Abrikosov lattice
constant,fo.2.0731027 G cm2 is the flux quantum, andg
is the pinning strength.

The transition lineBOD(T) can also be derived29 by con-
sidering the energy balance at the transition: The transi
occurs when the sum of pinning energy and thermal ene
exceeds the elastic energy barrier:

Eel5Epin1kT, ~2!

where Eel5«eocL
2ao is the elastic energy near the trans

tion line, Epin5Udp(Lo /Lc)
1/5 is the pinning energy of

a single vortex calculated in the framework of the ca
model,9,10 andUdp5(g«2eoj4)1/3 is the single vortex depin
ning energy. Both Eqs.~1! and~2! yield thesameexpression
for BOD(T).

The solution of either Eq.~1! or ~2! yields transition lines
of different temperature dependence, depending on the
ning parameterg and on the anisotropy«. To demonstrate
this variety of behaviors, we present numerical solutions
BOD(T), fixing « so that 16p2lo

2k/fo
5/2«cL

251 ~Ref. 28! and
varying Go5(2jo

6«2/cL
2k4)1/5go

2/5, i.e. controlling the pin-
10051
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ning strengthgo . In the calculations we use the explicit tem
perature dependences of the coherence lengthj5jo@1
2(T/Tc)

4#21/2 and the penetration depthl5lo@1
2(T/Tc)

4#21/2. We also consider two pinning mechanism
Either ‘‘dTc pinning,’’ caused by spatial fluctuations of th
transition temperatureTc , or ‘‘d l pinning,’’ caused by fluc-
tuations of the charge carrier mean free path near a la
defect.27 In the former case the pinning parameter isg
5go

T@12(T/Tc)
4#2 and in the latterg5go

l @12(T/Tc)
4#4

~Ref. 4!, where eithergo
T or go

l replacego in the expression
for Go .

Figure 2 shows the calculated order-disorder transit
line BOD(T) ~solid curve in the figure!. Also shown is the
irreversibility line Birr (T) ~dashed curve! estimated byEpin
5kT, for three different values of Go , assuming
dTc-pinning mechanism. For comparison we also show
Fig. 2 the ‘pure’ solid-solid transition lineBss(T) ~dash-
dotted! and ‘‘pure’’ melting line Bm(T) ~dotted!. Bss(T) is
derived fromEel5Epin , which neglects the thermal energ
therefore it is independent of temperature in intermedi
temperature range and descends towardsTc as a result of the
temperature dependences of the superconduc
parameters.6 Bm(T) is a solution toEel5kT, which neglects
the pinning energy, therefore it is unaffected by changes
pinning strength. We maintain that the experimentally m
sured transition line—identified by either a jump in reve
ible magnetization or the appearance of a second peak in
irreversible magnetization—corresponds to theBOD(T)

FIG. 2. Calculated order-disorder transition line,BOD(T) ~solid
curve!, irreversibility line Birr (T) ~dashed!, ‘‘pure’’ melting line
Bm(T) ~dotted!, and ‘‘pure’’ solid-solid transition lineBss(T)
~dashed-dotted!, for three different values of pinning strength a
sumingdTc-pinning mechanism. Stars mark critical points.
3-2
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curve. Since the order-disorder transition is driven byboth
pinning and thermal fluctuations,BOD(T) will lie below both
Bm(T) and Bss(T), both of which utilize only one mecha
nism for the destruction of the quasiordered vortex latti
The crossing point betweenBirr (T) and BOD(T) is the
‘‘critical point’’ dividing the BOD(T) line into two segments
The one lying above the irreversibility line will be man
fested by a jump in the reversible magnetization and ide
fied experimentally as a melting line; the other segment ly
below the irreversibility line will be evinced as a seco
magnetization peak and identified experimentally as a so
solid transition line.

For Go51 ~i.e. relatively small pinning parameter!, the
effect of pinning on the order-disorder transition is min
thereforeBOD(T) lies very close to the ‘pure’ melting line
Bm(T) and retains its concave shape@Fig. 2~a!#. BOD(T)
crosses the irreversibility line at extremely low temperatur
so that throughout most of the temperature range the tra
tion will be manifested as a jump in the reversible magn
zation, as measured in high purity YBCO.30

For Go5106 ~relatively large pinning! the effect of tem-
perature is small, therefore the order-disorder transition
lies near the ‘‘pure’’ solid-solid transition lineBss(T) and
adopts its convex shape@see Fig. 2~c!#, as observed in
NCCO ~Ref. 6! ~see Fig. 1!. In this case, the intersection o
BOD(T) with the irreversibility line is close toTc , so that
throughout most of the temperature range the transition
be evinced as a second magnetization peak.

For Go5500 ~intermediate pinning strength! the deviation
of BOD(T) from bothBm(T) andBss(T) is marked@see Fig.
2~b!#. The shape of the order-disorder transition lineBOD(T)
retains the concave shape ofBm(T) but since most of the
transition line lies below the irreversibility line, the transitio
will be manifested as a second magnetization peak. This k
of behavior ofBOD(T) was observed in LaSCO~Ref. 8! ~see
Fig. 1!.

A nonmonotonous behavior can be obtained by invok
d l -pinning mechanism, as depicted in Fig. 3. In this ca
Bss(T) is independent of temperature at intermediate te
peratures,increaseswith temperature and diverges nearTc .
For Go5107 ~relatively large pinning!, the incorporation of
thermal fluctuations curbs this ascent, and results in a pea
BOD(T) as depicted in Fig. 3~a!. This peak may signify an
inverse-melting effect18,31 as observed experimentally i
BSCCO,19 YBCO,4,31 and Pb-BSCCO.7 An alternative
explanation4,11 to the peak in the transition line attributes th
phenomenon to the depinning of the vortices by strong th
mal fluctuations, which smear the pinning potential abo
the depinning temperature,Tdp . This effect was introduced
into the expression for the solid-solid transition through
exponential increase of the Larkin length above the dep
ning temperature.4,11 Our analysis predicts a peak inBOD(T)
irrespective of the value ofTdp .

For Go5105 @lower pinning strength, see Fig. 3~b!#, two
phenomena are observed: The inverse-melting peak is
pressed, and the critical point moves to lower temperatu
This explains the data of Khaykovichet al.19 and Nishizaki
et al.,5 showing that by repeatedly irradiating a crystal t
peak in the transition line is enhanced, and the critical po
10051
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shifts systematically to higher temperatures. Furthermor
dip in the order-disorder transition line becomes noticeabl
intermediate temperatures. Such a dip was previously
ported for YBCO ~Refs. 13 and 17! ~see Fig. 1! and for
Pb-BSCCO,7 and was attributed to Bean-Livingsto
barriers32 or to masking of the fishtail onset by the field o
full penetration.7 Our analysis shows that this dip is due
the combined effect of thermally- and disorder-induced flu
tuations in materials whered l pinning is the dominant pin-
ning mechanism. At low temperatures the elastic and pinn
energies are virtually temperature independent, andBss(T) is
flat. Thermal fluctuations, however, become stronger as
temperature is increased causing a deviation ofBOD(T) from
Bss(T). The two lines@Fig. 3~b!# merge at low temperature
but as the temperature is increased, thermal fluctuations
low the vortices to displace and adjust to the pinning lan
scape and thereby induce the order-disorder transition
lower fields. This effect competes with the thermal depe
dence of the pinning energy, which stems from the tempe
ture dependence of the superconducting parameters
causesBss(T) to rise and diverge. At higher temperatures t
latter effect wins, and the transition lineBOD(T) increases.
Further decrease of the pinning strength toGo51 results in a
monotonously decreasing order-disorder transition line@Fig.
3~c!#.

In conclusion, we have described an order-disorder vor
phase transition driven byboth thermal fluctuations and
disorder-induced fluctuations. By varying the pinnin
strength a wide spectrum of transition lines is obtained,
sembling those measured in various high-Tc superconduct-
ors. The intersection between the transition line and the i
versibility line defines a ‘‘critical point’’ which divides the
transition line into two segments: One associated with

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 assumingd l -pinning mechanism.
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jump in the reversible magnetization and identified expe
mentally as a melting line, and the other associated with
‘‘fishtail’’ and identified experimentally as a solid-solid tran
sition line. FordTc pinning, different pinning strengths yiel
monotonous transition lines similar to those obtained
clean untwinned YBCO,30 LaSCO,8 and NCCO.6 For d l pin-
ning nonmonotonous transition lines are obtained, with
characteristic peak as observed in YBCO,4 BSCCO,18,19 and
Pb-BSCCO.7 In addition, a decrease at low temperatu
similar to that observed in YBCO~Refs. 13 and 17! and
Pb-BSCCO,7 can also be reproduced. The nature of the d
ordered phase may be characterized as a liquid, pinn
liquid, or entangled solid state, depending on the rela
contribution of thermal and disordered induced fluctuatio
.
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When thermal~disordered-induced! fluctuations dominate,
the disordered phase exhibits liquid~disordered solid! char-
acteristics. When both fluctuations are comparable, the
ordered phase behaves as a ‘‘pinned liquid.’’8
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